Bringing smart living
to your city
In the not too distant future, in a smart city near you, Cassie, her husband,
Tom, and their daughter, Delphine, live happy lives. They take advantage of the
modern conveniences of their vibrant city, including enhanced transportation,
smart infrastructure, and improved citizen and social services—all powered by
Microsoft cloud technologies. Check out their adventures and see how these
innovations are coming to life in the real world today.

Enhance
transportation
Create transportation systems that are more connected, accessible,
efficient, and sustainable.

Real-time transportation information
Delphine checks a secure app provided by the city that aggregates various transit
options to determine the best way to get to school. She sees that the city has offered her
a reduced bus fare based on her travel patterns and because of higher than usual traffic
congestion, so she decides to leave her car at home. She pays for the trip by using an
app on her smartphone, and she makes it to class right on time.

See it in the real world
The world’s most popular transit-planning and navigation app, Moovit, has partnered
with Microsoft to provide its multimodal transit data to developers who use Azure Maps,
and a set of mobility-as-a-service solutions to cities, governments, and organizations.
The partnership will enable the creation of smarter, more inclusive cities and more
accessible transit apps.
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Toll and parking management
Cassie gets a text message from the city telling her that if she waits an hour to leave for
work, she’ll save 50 percent on her toll. She decides to read the paper and leave an hour
later. Before leaving, she gets a real-time view of available public and private parking
spaces. The parking app notifies her that her favorite parking lot is unavailable because
of construction, but it finds an open space in another lot down the street. She reserves
parking before leaving home. When she leaves the garage at the end of the day, she’s
billed automatically. The rate is dynamic, based on current events and congestion.

See it in the real world
Auckland, New Zealand, is currently home to 1.4 million people—and that population
is expected to double in the next 25 years. To keep up with this growth, the city has
partnered with Microsoft to help move its citizens more efficiently, using data more
effectively and relying on predictive analytics and IoT to help people searching for
parking spaces.
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Traffic optimization
Tom uses an electric-car-sharing program to get to work. This option saves him money
and reduces traffic congestion. There’s an accident on his route, but it’s resolved
relatively quickly because of the city’s integrated traffic incident system. The car is
recharged at the city’s wireless recharging garage by the end of the day, so it’s ready for
the next driver.

See it in the real world
See how Antwerp, Belgium, deployed a bespoke mobility platform, reducing congestion
and boosting sustainable transportation options.
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Transit optimization
When Delphine checks the city’s transit app, she sees that it’s a good day to take the
bus home because she’ll be able to get a seat and buses are running on schedule. City
planners just added a new route based on public usage data. The bus takes advantage
of smart traffic lights, so it arrives right on schedule and gets her home early.

See it in the real world
Extending rail lines in Malaysia was no small task. See how the 1,500 engineers used
Microsoft technologies to collaborate better.
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Transportation benefits

Easier payments

Better parking solutions

Offer travelers greater convenience through
integrated, automated payment systems.
Travelers can make quick, contactless payments
with a debit or credit card, smartphone, or
smartwatch.

Make it easy for drivers to see current parking
availability and reserve spots. Increase revenue
while reducing traffic congestion with dynamic
parking rates and efficient collection.

Improved predictive maintenance

Improved traveler experience

Provide your employees with greater visibility
into mechanical systems and customer
experiences to enable smart maintenance. Plan
maintenance and communicate outages via an
app.

Enhance urban mobility through new services,
trip options, and more efficient routes across all
travel modes, including bus, train, car, and bike.
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Transportation benefits

Rapid response time

Reduced congestion

Enable your personnel to respond quickly to
incidents through an integrated view of your
transit and traffic systems.

Keep your city moving and reduce greenhouse
emissions. Enhancing urban mobility decreases
fuel consumption, saves time, and creates
sustainable communities.

Optimized transit and traffic
systems

Customer incentives

Decrease congestion through smart traffic
lights, transport logistics, and real-time system
status alerts.

Tailor offerings and incentives based on
detailed travel and parking patterns and
individual preferences. Drive new pricing
models through dynamic pricing rates.

Increased public transit use
Promote sustainability and reduce fuel
consumption through increased use of public
transit.
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Build smarter
public works and
infrastructure
Empower citizens, communities, and cities.

!

Citizen reporting
As Delphine walks to class, she sees that a storm drainage outlet is overflowing. She
has a secure app on her phone that allows her to report this to the city. The app
automatically translates various languages, so she’s able to use French, her preferred
language. She takes a photo, which she can upload to the app, and starts her report, but
she sees that the problem is already known. She’s curious, and she knows her city will
provide transparency into the repair process, so she checks on it later that night. Even
though it rained all day and night, city workers quickly resolved the problem.

See it in the real world
To promote efficient, effective government that emphasizes citizen engagement, better
customer service, and a more connected community, the city of Lafayette, Louisiana, is
creating a reporting tool for citizens and more.
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Efficient service management
A few citizens have reported the storm drain that’s overflowing, but public works
services knew about the problem before anyone reported it because of data from IoT
sensors. A service dispatch technician uses resource schedules and worker qualifications
to pick employees who will get the repairs done quickly—and right the first time. When
the repair workers go out to fix the problem, smart fleet management ensures that
they take the best possible route. The driver is chosen because data indicates that he
has a strong record of driving in a fuel-efficient way. Because predictive maintenance
indicated earlier that week that the van needed a replacement part, the ride to the job
site goes smoothly. The workers use mixed-reality headsets that guide them through the
process of fixing a challenging problem. When the work is done, dispatch sends them to
another job site that’s nearby, saving on travel costs.

See it in the real world
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is using smart technology to manage stormwater runoff
and reduce pollution. Plus, the city is planning for the future by harnessing data to help
transform operations.
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Smart infrastructure benefits

Real-time monitoring for quicker
service response
Save time and costs by using predictive
maintenance and connected field service to
resolve public works issues.

On-demand access
Create a comprehensive approach to citizen
engagement through 24/7, on-demand access
to information.

Reduced operating costs
Decrease downtime and costs for fleet and
facilities operations by fusing data from sensors
and smart devices.

Automated case management and
incident reporting
Optimize responses and improve government
budgeting and forecasting.
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Smart infrastructure benefits

Improved fleet management

Reduced energy use

Increase the efficiency of fleet management
and deployment, determine optimal routes,
and improve driver performance.

Reduce energy consumption and save money
by installing an energy-efficient facilities
management program.

Reduced costs and better service
Anticipate equipment failure and provide
a first-time fix every time with predictive
maintenance and other advanced services.
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Improve public
health and social
services
Serve your citizens and communities while improving efficiency and helping
ensure privacy and compliance.

Streamlined citizen services
Cassie’s mom needs special care, and Cassie isn’t sure where to begin. But when she gets
on a self-service portal, she’s walked through the process step by step. Cassie is able to
apply for the assistance her mom needs in a way that’s intuitive and totally secure, so she
doesn’t have to worry about any sensitive personal data being compromised.
Several days later, she interacts with a chatbot to track the status of her application
from her smartphone. Because Cassie is hard of hearing, she appreciates being able to
navigate the process via the chatbot. And she feels safe because she knows that all her
interactions take place in a secure, private environment.

See it in the real world
In an effort to help one of its vulnerable groups, the Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare embarked on a child welfare transformation initiative to change its processes.
It used Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Service to create a new child welfare case
management application.
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Improved social care
Cassie’s mom is visited at home by a care worker for a social care assessment. Because
of improved efficiencies in her workload, the social worker is able to provide this inhome service. She uses a mobile app on a smartphone to complete the care assessment
digitally. A case file is created automatically and synchronized with the main social
services system, which provides the care worker with real-time information to convey to
her client.
The assessment and case file are then used to check Cassie’s mom’s eligibility for welfare
benefits and care services, evaluate her suitability for social housing or home help,
and improve her well-being and overall health and safety with accurate and timely
assessments. In this way, Cassie’s mom gets the best care possible, and the case worker is
able to spend more time with clients because her files and schedules are streamlined.

See it in the real world
Hampered by its legacy system of case administration, the New York City Administration
for Children’s Services transformed its reporting system to make investigating more than
50,000 cases of suspected abuse or neglect per year more efficient—so kids can get the
help they need faster.
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Public health and social services
benefits

Improved productivity and data
management

Information sharing and improved
security

Digitize case and assessment interviews and
processing to accelerate decisions and benefits
awards. Improve productivity by storing all
related patient data in one location.

Take advantage of quality assurance tools
and processes for proactive monitoring,
compliance, and disciplinary action to keep
citizens’ personally identifying information
secure.

Increased accessibility and citizen
convenience

Enhanced transparency and
engagement

Provide citizens and licensees with an online
portal for applying for memberships, paying
fees, and updating profiles.

Drive accountability and engagement with
easily accessible portals for citizens. Provide
reporting while ensuring compliance and
enabling long-term auditability.
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Public health and social services
benefits

Smart budget tracking
Oversee all budget activities through a
centralized grant management system, and
provide funder-specific grant reporting.

Increased citizen well-being, health,
and safety
Enable social services departments to provide
the right services to protect children and the
vulnerable and to care for the elderly and
people with disabilities.

Program success management
Track objectives and activities while surveying
and showcasing the objective success of your
programs.

Cost and error reduction
Significantly reduce the time spent conducting
care assessments through mobile, online, and
self-help services. Reduce the likelihood of
fraudulent care claims by providing citizens
with online services.

Increased trust in government
Empower your civil servants to address citizens’
needs effectively, efficiently, and transparently.

Improve public health and social services
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Strengthen
public safety and
justice
Increase safety and security and enable efficient and transparent judicial
proceedings.

!

Improved safety, reporting, and evidence collection
Delphine cuts through an alley on the way to class. She sees that one of the biology lab
windows is broken. She wonders if someone might have broken in, so she reports it with
a secure app on her phone. Predictive analytics based on historical data and machine
learning indicate that campus isn’t a high-crime area, so patrols are concentrated in
other areas. Still, the authorities are on the scene quickly in response to her report. The
officers collect evidence, including video footage, storing it securely in the cloud and
sharing it across the investigative team with state-of-the-art mobile tools.

See it in the real world
After a devastating wildfire season, San Diego County wanted to give its citizens a tool
to turn to for up-to-date information during a crisis. Using Microsoft Dynamics 365 and
Azure, the Office of Emergency Services created a tool for citizens to retrieve crucial,
reliable information. The system is available for Spanish speakers as well as the blind and
deaf.
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Digital court hearings
Tom wants to contest a speeding ticket. He doesn’t think he was speeding and wonders
if the officer’s radar gun was miscalibrated. He’s able to contest the ticket online from
his home via a secure portal. The judge reviews footage from the police officer’s body
camera and sees a polite exchange between Tom and the officer. But the judge also has
IoT data indicating that the radar gun was working correctly, and the officer’s digitally
attached written notes corroborate that Tom was speeding. The judge checks Tom’s
driving record. Because Tom has never received a speeding ticket, the judge decides to
let him off with a warning. In the long run, the city saves time and money by using digital
records management systems to access legal documents and collaborate on them in real
time.

See it in the real world
São Paulo, Brazil, set out to achieve the ambitious goal of digitizing its entire court
system and retraining 50,000 employees, securing sensitive citizen information in the
process. With the help of Microsoft technologies, the city did just that.
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Public safety and justice benefits

Digital video from multiple sources

Reduced video storage costs

Capture video from police-worn body cameras,
vehicle video systems, drones, robots, and fixed
or pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras.

Save money, reduce infrastructure sprawl, and
improve the availability of complete, accurate
information.

Modern analytics

Integrated data systems

Use advanced analytics and machine learning
to provide real-time information to first
responders. Extract intelligence from policeworn body cameras and CCTV video in near
real time.

Get better insights with integrated data across
computer-aided dispatch systems, records
management systems, and criminal databases.
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Public safety and justice benefits

Integrated systems across agencies

Connected courtrooms

Allow public safety agencies to communicate
and collaborate across jurisdictions during
planned and unplanned large-scale events.

Enable virtual courtrooms and remote
testimony to save on travel costs and increase
safety by allowing remote hearings from jails
and prison facilities.

Improved evidence collection

Digitized processes

Enable your officers to collect digital evidence
from the field by using devices like police-worn
body cameras and license plate readers.

Digitize paper-based processes to reduce data
isolation and eliminate costly physical storage
and transport requirements for case files.
Enable easy access across the law enforcement
system.

Automated judicial processes
Provide citizens with self-service kiosks for
accessing case and scheduling information,
freeing courthouse staff to focus on other
tasks.
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Enhance digital
learning
Give residents and city employees the education they need to thrive.

Getting a head start in AI, IoT, and more
When Delphine began college, she already had a head start when it came to technology.
In high school, she took advantage of classes that were part of a digital alliance between
tech companies and local government. In these classes, she learned computer science
skills that made her more college-ready and will give her a boost when she enters the
job market.

See it in the real world
Microsoft is partnering with the Vermont government to bring computer science
education to all students. The program provides increased access to technology
education and job skills training for young people, focusing especially on underserved
youth, young women, and racial and ethnic minorities.
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Learning and opportunities in AI
Cassie has a passion for the environment, and she wants to start a new consulting
business focused on renewable energy. She knows that big data and artificial
intelligence can be beneficial to energy companies, but they aren’t being used to their
fullest potential. Cassie enrolls in an AI business school that’s supported by her city
government. The classes help her build an ethical AI strategy that she incorporates into
her business plan.

See it in the real world
Louisville, Kentucky, partnered with Microsoft to focus on AI, IoT, and data science
and how to help communities adapt to them. All components of the digital alliance
emphasize building people’s agility with these technologies.
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Upskilling for the digital world
Tom has worked in a factory for most of his life, but he sees changes on the horizon in
the way production is done and wants to learn new skills to keep up with the job market.
He creates a profile on LinkedIn and receives recommendations for what skills he might
want to learn based on his experience and interests. Then he dives into online tutorials to
get started. All the while, he builds his network so he can find a new position when he’s
ready.

See it in the real world
Governments and businesses around the world are looking to LinkedIn’s Economic
Graph to understand major trends that might impact the job market. It helps them
prepare their citizens for a more prosperous future.
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Digital learning benefits

Online, self-paced learning

Industry certifications

Take advantage of learning paths for Microsoft
technologies via Microsoft Learn, a free online
platform to help you skill up, all aligned with
current roles.

Get credentialed via Microsoft certifications
and showcase your readiness with a range of
industry-recognized certifications.

Student resources

Career development

Encourage students to get hands-on, create,
and innovate with a host of offerings across
Azure, AI, and other technologies, such as
Azure for Students and Azure Dev Tools for
Teaching.

Explore over 15,000 courses taught by realworld experts on LinkedIn Learning, the
leading online learning platform that helps
organizations increase learner engagement,
and employees to develop business,
technology, and creative skills to become more
productive and successful.
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Next steps
Learn more about how Microsoft and government agencies
are working together to build the future.

Ready to get started? Call 1-800-426-9400.
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